Quiz on Unleash by Brock Eastman
1. Would you have gone back to Jahr des Eises first to rescue Mr. O’Farrell and take Obbin
home, or would you have gone to Enaid first to find the next clues before the Übel?
Why?
2. What clues did Tiffany, Mason, and Austin discover during their trek through the Blauwe
Mensen palace?
a. The existence of The Chronicles of Terra Originem, a painting of a giraffe, and
another set of paintings with a hidden inscription and map
b. A spaceship
c. The location of Ursprung
d. A painting of a porcupine and a set of coordinates
3. Why did the Wikk siblings and Obbin go to Re Lyt?
a. A Blauwe Mensen guard overheard the invaders of Cobalt Gorge claim to have
the Wikk archeologists and plan to rendezvous near Yeldah (a moon of Re Lyt)
and pick up a professor from the GenTexic facility; also, Drex mumbled
something Oliver interpreted as Re Lyt
b. Mr. McGregor gave Oliver a code for Building 6 of the GenTexic facility on Re Lyt
c. Mr. O’Farrell brought them on his expedition to Re Lyt after his Corsairs captured
them
d. All of the above
4. Each of the Wikk siblings has personal strengths that they use during their quest.
Together, they make a team. Describe how each of the Wikk siblings' strengths
complements the others.
5. Why didn’t Uncle Lucas follow Dorothy with Oliver, Tiffany, Mason, Austin, and Obbin?
6. Describe who Creator, Rescuer/Truth, and Helper are.
7. Where did the Blauwe Mensen relocate after their home in Cobalt Gorge was destroyed?
a. Brighton
b. Mudo
c. Cavern Haven
d. Enaid
8. What is the Ontdekking?
a. Brother Sam’s spaceship
b. The Blauwe Mensen’s secret spaceship
c. The Übel’s spaceship
d. The Corsairs’ spaceship
9. What planet seems to be the Ark’s destination after it left Ursprung/Terra Originem?
a. Evad
b. Re Lyt
c. Enaid
d. YelNik Eisle
10. Austin knew he needed to verbalize his apology to his siblings as well as fix the sky
scooter. Why did he need to do both?
11. Why would Mr. Thule betray the Blauwe Mensen?
12. Why did Austin save Drex from the burning ship?

13. The note Mr. Wikk left in the chess chamber on Evad encouraged Tiffany and Oliver at
the beginning of this book and helped them continue their quest. What is it about
encouragement that helps people persevere? How can you encourage the people
around you?
14. Tiffany realized that she couldn’t live in fear because it would neutralize her as an asset
to the mission. What does that mean?
15. Oliver remembered Mr. Wikk telling him that “Strength is allowing your emotions to show
without letting them take control.” Why is it better to be honest about emotions and
weaknesses than to keep up a façade of strength?

Answers to Quiz on Unleash by Brock Eastman
1.
2.
3.
4.

Answers will vary.
A
D
Answers could include Oliver being captain and pilot; Tiffany being co-leader, navigator,
researcher, and medic; Mason being operating technician and researcher; and Austin
being inventor, strategist, and security agent.
5. Answers will vary, but could include the following: prejudice against Dorothy because of
her clothing and apparent social status as an occupant of Larva Lair; coming up with
reasons to explain away her words; not wanting to leave Bruno and Coo or be ridiculed
by them; not wanting to give up on relaunching his career and returning to the Crystal
Skyline; as well as Mason’s statement that he doesn’t understand the Truth.
6. Answers could include the following: Creator is the One who made the world and us.
Creator is our Father who watches over us and wants us to know Him. He is not a
physical being; He is always here and can be spoken to at any point. Rescuer, Creator’s
Son, is the Truth. Rescuer became one of us and lived among us, revealing truth and
accomplishing wonders before dying on a cross and coming back to life. That sacrificial
act by Rescuer provides a way for us to be free from the bondage/curse of sin and
death. Eternal life comes through having faith in the Truth and believing in and trusting
Creator: asking Rescuer to forgive your sins and accepting His sacrifice. Helper is the
invisible Spirit who works to change, guide, and comfort all who have trusted in Rescuer.
One in the same are the Three.
7. C
8. B
9. D
10. Answers will vary.
11. Answers will vary.
12. Austin realized that leaving Drex would make Austin his judge, and Austin didn’t want to
decide whether someone lived or died. Also, abandoning the injured Drex would make
Austin no better than him.
13. Answers will vary.
14. Answers will vary.
15. Answers will vary.

